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Background

In 2003, as a result of the decision to pursue a clinical PhD with us, Dr. Job Doornberg established a fruitful research collaboration between the MGH Orthopaedic Hand and Upper Extremity Service in Boston and the Academic Medical Center (AMC), Amsterdam, and now expanding to include other institutions in the Netherlands. The international collaboration has already lead to dozens of publications, and 3 PhD’s, with 3 more under way. It has also enhanced our understanding of the cultural, traditional, and political aspects of orthopaedic practice. This paper reviews the history, achievements, and future of our Dutch – American Research Collaborative.

“New Netherlands”

In 1609, the English Captain Henry Hudson was hired by the “Dutch East India Company” (the VOC) in Amsterdam to explore an alternative route to India and to claim any untaken territories for the Dutch Republic. Hudson and his Dutch crew reached the coast of future New England, found good farmland and wildlife and began trading fur. The region that extends from and beyond today’s Cape Cod to New York soon became a colony of the Netherlands and was named “New Netherlands”. Cape Cod itself was called “New Holland”. (Figure 1) Hudson sailed further south and nearby the mouth of a river that was later named after him, he bought Manhattan Island from the Indians for goods worth the value of $24. Some years later, the city New Amsterdam was founded. Between 1664 and 1674, the city fell into the hands of the British in exchange for the possession of Suriname, and was renamed New York.1

The Netherlands – Boston Research Collaboration

The new trade between Amsterdam and “the New Netherlands” is science rather than fur. A research exchange program between the Orthopaedic Hand and Upper Extremity Service at Massachusetts General Hospital and the Department of Orthopaedic Surgery at the Academic Medical Center in Amsterdam has developed over decades, rapidly accelerating since 2003. It started when Peter Kloen, then an enthusiastic Dutch medical student, left for a research fellowship with Dr. Henry Mankin, which eventually culminated in his PhD degree and completion of the Harvard Combined Orthopaedic Residency Program. Prior to and simultaneous with this, Peter’s mentor Dr. Rene Marti, the former Chief of Orthopaedic Surgery at the Academic Medical Center in Amsterdam and Dr. Jesse Jupiter, then Chief of Orthopaedic Trauma in Boston had established a great friendship and collaboration based upon their involvement with AO and their devotion to orthopaedic trauma, and resulting in several papers—some of them coauthored by Dr. David Ring when he was a resident.2-5
Years later, when Peter became Chief of Orthopaedic Trauma in Amsterdam following a trauma fellowship with David Helfet at the Hospital for Special Surgery in New York, the collaboration became more intense. As an enthusiastic supervisor of medical students during their research internships, he encouraged student Job Doornberg to pursue a research elective with his former colleague, co-resident, and friend David Ring at the Orthopaedic Hand and Upper Extremity Service at MGH in Boston. Job decided to extend his initial five-month research elective an additional two years to pursue a PhD degree to be awarded by the University of Amsterdam and based upon collaborative clinical research between Amsterdam and Boston.

This inspired many medical students to devote some time to research with Peter in Amsterdam and David in Boston, and several other students to pursue a PhD. Job convinced Dr. Ring to pursue a PhD degree in recognition of his clinical research. In October 2006, Job and David successfully defended their theses and received their PhD degrees from Professor Niek van Dijk at the University of Amsterdam. (Figure 2) Job’s thesis was titled, “Complex Elbow Trauma” and David’s was titled “Psychosocial Aspects of Arm Pain”. In addition, Dr. Santiago Lozano-Calderon, a research fellow from Colombia, was also recruited to earn a
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PhD from the University of Amsterdam as part of our MGH/AMC Collaborative, to be defended later this year.

Figure 2. David Ring (l) and Job Doornberg after successful defense of their PhD theses in Amsterdam.

Three additional PhD students (one of whom—Dr. Marjolijn Henket—decided to finish her PhD degree during her residency and returned to the Netherlands), solidified the collaboration. With new Dutch PhD students already waiting to succeed them, a permanent exchange has been established. Meanwhile, the exchange has gained name and popularity in the Netherlands, which has lead to an increasing stream of short-term researchers from the University of Amsterdam and other Dutch Universities that cross the ocean to visit the MGH Orthopaedic Hand and Upper Extremity Service for research electives. So far, fourteen Dutch students and young doctors have visited the department for a few months or several years. In addition to the experience of living abroad for a while, students get exposed to all aspects of clinical research, get more comfortable with statistics, and get the chance to present their research at national and international meetings in Europe and throughout the United States.(62-169)(Figure 3) Furthermore, it may help them to get accepted into an orthopaedic residency program back home in The Netherlands. The way research is organized at the MGH Orthopaedic Hand and Upper Extremity Service guarantees that there is always sufficient
work. After all, nearly every patient that comes in can be enrolled in one of the many active research protocols in our department. For the PhD fellows specifically, this, in combination with the highly specialized character of the department (less frequently seen in a small country as the Netherlands), ensures a fast enrollment in studies and consequently shortens the time they need to spend on their PhD research.

The Dutch research students get funded in three ways: by unrestricted research gifts from foundations and industry to the MGH Orthopaedic Hand and Upper Extremity Service; by multiple private Dutch funds, usually founded out of inheritances and supporting students that go abroad to pursue medical research; and from private loans. In addition, the so-called “Harvard University – University of Amsterdam Orthopaedic Exchange Program” was recently awarded with a $30,000 grant by the Netherlands –American Foundation, an associate of the Fulbright Program.

Figure 3. The Dutch-American research team during the AAOS 2007 in San Diego. Left to right: Marijn Rutgers, Sebastiaan Souer, Santiago Lozano-Calderon, David Ring, Geert Buijze and Anneluuk Lindenhovius.
**Work to Date**

**The AMC AO Trauma Database**

The trauma database established decades ago by Dr. Rene Marti and his colleagues at the Academic Medical Center in Amsterdam has been a priceless resource for long-term outcome studies. Virtually all patients that presented to the AMC with a fracture between 1974 and 1994 were included in this database and organized according to the AO classification. We have only begun to tap this great resource.\(^{(31, 34, 36, 34)}\) Once we come up with a new idea, there is usually an enthusiastic Dutch student ready to call the patients back—something that is much more easily done in the Netherlands than in the United States.

**The 3D CT Laboratory**

In the 3D CT Laboratory we convert two-dimensional computed tomography (2D CT) images to high quality threedimensional CT (3D CT) reconstructions that we use in many studies to learn more about the osseous anatomy of the arm, to study specific fracture patterns, to measure the volume of fragments in certain fracture patterns, and to prove the usefulness of 3D CT in the evaluation of fractures. Special software is used to process the scans and to perform all kind of measurements. For instance, guidelines for optimal screw insertion in the scaphoid through a volar percutaneous approach were quantified with use of 3D CT reconstructions, and in another study we illustrated the vulnerability of the anteromedial facet of the coronoid process by quantifying its shape and size. In addition, CT scans and reconstructions of distal humerus and distal radius fractures were used in inter-observer studies that demonstrated the added value of 3D CT for these fractures. We recently joined an international research group called COAST that directs webbased outcome and inter-observer studies, an initiative from Mohit Bhandari at McMaster University in Ontario, Canada. Two-dimensional and 3D CT images are exported to the COAST website as simple videos, thereby facilitating all sorts of time and user-friendly web-based studies with a high number of observers from all over the world.

**In Vivo Kinematics**

In collaboration with Dr Guoan Li, head of the Bioengineering Laboratory of the Orthopedic Department of the Massachusetts General Hospital, we utilize new Magnetic Resonance (MR) and dual-orthogonal fluoroscopy imaging techniques to investigate in vivo joint kinematics and soft tissue deformation of the wrist and the forearm. MR images are imported into modeling software to construct 3D anatomic models of the forearm. In addition, orthogonal fluoroscopic images of the patient’s forearm are obtained in different positions while loaded with a fixed weight. By matching the images a 3D model of the forearm during in vivo activities is generated. Through this model, six degree of freedom kinematics of the forearm
can be measured, points of cartilage contact can be quantified, and elongation of the soft tissues, for instance the interosseous ligament, can be accurately measured. This model provides accurate baseline functional data to which pathologic conditions, such as both-bone forearm fracture, radial head excision, Essex-Lopresti lesions, or other problems may be compared using paired computer models. It will also help to identify energy conserving motions that may be preferentially used in human activities.

Elbow Capsules

One of our main research interests is posttraumatic elbow stiffness. In addition to many clinical studies that focus on this topic, we use fibrotic elbow capsules in basic science studies to elucidate and better understand the pathophysiology underlying capsular fibrosis. Several aspects that may contribute to scarring of joint capsules have been related to an increased expression of transforming growth factor Beta (TGF-β). TGF-β activates signaling intermediates called Smads through a serine/threonine kinase system. In animal models, local administration of Smad3 inhibitors has shown to reduce the fibrotic response in lung, liver, kidney and radiation-induced fibrosis, rendering the role of Smads and TGF-β in fibrotic elbow capsules of high interest. Contracted elbow capsules that are collected during operative release of stiff elbows in Boston are analyzed at the AMC in Amsterdam and at the Hospital for Special Surgery in New York, under supervision of Peter Kloen.

Prospective and Retrospective Protocols

There are numerous retrospective and prospective protocols at both the MGH and AMC investigating all aspects of treatment of shoulder, elbow, wrist and hand fractures. The collaboration has been very fruitful over the past years and resulted in twenty-eight publications(2-29), twenty-five articles in the pipeline(30-53), hundred-and-five podium and poster presentations(60-164) to date and many more projects underway.

The Future

With new Dutch PhD research fellows ready to spend the next couple of years in Boston, we expect the exchange to keep on flourishing. In May 2007, there was a record number of six Dutch short- and long-term researchers here at MGH at the same time, in an office with three attending surgeons. Both in Amsterdam as in Boston, it is the supervisors’ goal to encourage these students to pursue academic research as a life-long devotion.
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